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USER MANUAL
TD8403 AND TD8803

INTRODUCTION
The TD8403 and TD8803 are UNIVERSALLY applicable, easily programmed telephone diallers. The diallers
can forward reports to professional central stations, but can also be used for reports with speech to private
numbers. For this reason a RD5045 voice module can be connected to the dialler. Four different reports are
possible for voice.
The TD8803 gives the option, in combination with voice, to listen in remotely via a microphone
(RD3000AGC) connected to the dialler. In this way, you can listen to your system remotely for 45 seconds.
The TD8803 also has an option for checking the PSTN line. If a PSTN line is not present, a fault report can
be given to the control panel.
A maximum of 6 telephone numbers can be programmed. When using voice to telephone number 1, a
‘Follow-me’ number can be programmed if a keypad is constantly connected to the dialler.
If a keypad is constantly connected to the dialler, parts of the programming can be changed remotely by
your engineer. This is called ‘Remote Programming’.

OPERATION
The diallers can be used in combination with an ADVISOR® CD panel or CS35003. It is then possible to use
keypad 1, which is already present, to program the dialler.
If the dialler is used without a CD panel or CS35003, the dialler is programmed with a keypad from this
range. After programming, the keypad can be removed or left in place.
The dialler starts to forward messages as soon as an input on the dialler is activated by an alarm. This input
can be activated from a control panels, such as the ARITECH CD3403 or CS35003, from a fire alarm unit,
or from a fault output of for example, a central heating system.
If the output is switched back to a quiescent state, the dialler input returns to a quiescent state and, if
programmed, a restore message will be forwarded to the central station. No restore message is sent to
telephone numbers programmed for voice.

VOICE
It is possible to send a voice message to the programmed telephone number if there is an RD5045 voice
module connected to the dialler. The reports which are sent consist of an alarm report and a closing report.
In this closing report, the address is stated and how to confirm receipt of the message. For example:

“There is a break-in alarm at the Smith household. Confirm this message by pressing 0 (zero)
on your telephone after the tone.”

The messages are programmed by your engineer.
Confirmation of a voice message
A voice message can be confirmed as received by pressing 0 (zero) on the telephone after the tone. The
telephone must be equipped with DTMF keys for telephone services. Your engineer can inform you about
this.

AUDIO LISTEN-IN (ONLY TD8803 WITH VOICE)
The TD8803 dialler has an audio input. A microphone RD3000AGC can be connected to this input. If there
is an alarm and a voice message is sent, you can listen in to your system for 45 seconds after this message.
For this, instead of pressing 0 (zero) press 1 (one) when you hear the tone after the spoken text. The dialler
will then send the microphone signal via the PSTN line. After 45 seconds, the dialler will break the
connection. If you do not want to listen in, press 0 (zero) to confirm receipt of the voice message.
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FOLLOW ME      (only with the keypad connected to the dialler!)

As soon as this number is entered, it replaces telephone number 1 in the event of an alarm. Telephone
numbers 2 to 6 are used as before. The ‘Follow-me’ number is programmed by you. Your engineer has
issued you with an extra user code for this.

Enter the ‘Follow-me’ number

1. Go to the control panel and enter ‘0’ followed by your user code. Enter Code

 0 + your code
2. ‘Follow-me number’ appears in the display. Follow me number

Press Accept.

 üü
3. You can now enter the telephone number. _

Enter the required telephone number.

 tel. no
4. For every digit you enter, the cursor moves to the right. 0_

Enter the full telephone number.

 tel. no
5. The display shows the number. 0123456789_

Press Accept to confirm the telephone number.

 üü
6. You return to the programming for the ‘Follow-me number’. Follow me number

Press Reject and Accept to end the programming.

 X + üü

Deleting the follow-me number.
The follow me number should be deleted as soon as it is no longer necessary. Follow steps 1 and 2. Step 3
is now:

3. You can now enter the telephone number _
Press á and â at the same time

 áá + ââ
4. The display shows a ‘p’. p

Press ‘0’ to delete the number.

 0
Now carry out steps 5 and 6.
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REMOTE PROGRAMMING (only with the keypad connected to the dialler!)

Your engineer is responsible for programming the panel. He is therefore the correct person to make
changes. However, your dialler can be changed remotely. With a TD8403, telephone numbers can be
changed remotely. With a TD8803, the entire programming can be changed. Remote programming is only
possible when your engineer has carried out some programming previously. Only then a connection can be
established. A connection is established by you yourself.

Enter the telephone number

1. Go to the control panel and enter ‘0’ followed by your user code. Enter Code

 0 + your code
2. ‘Follow-me number’ appears in the display. Follow me number

Press â.

 â â 
3. You will see ‘Service number’ in the display Service number

Press accept to enter the telephone number.

 ü ü 
4. You can now enter the telephone number. This telephone number

will be issued by your engineer or is already present.
_

Enter the telephone number.

 tel. no
5. For every digit you enter, the cursor moves to the right. 0_

Enter the full telephone number.

 tel. no
6. The display shows the number. 0123456789_

Press Accept to confirm the telephone number.

 üü
7. You return to the programming of the ‘Service number’. Service number

Starting remote programming
Continue from step 7.

7. You return to the programming of the service number. Service number
Press â.

 â â 
8. ‘Start dialling’  will appear in the display. Start dialling

Press Accept to start ‘Remote programming’.

 ü ü 
9. The display now shows the progress. If the connection fails, the display

shows why it has failed.
Press to stop!

The dialler begins to dial... Dialler busy...
The dialling tone has been detected... Dialling tone OK
The handshake has been received... Handshake rec’d
The connection has been established... Connection

The engineer will break the connection when he has completed the changes.
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CHANGING YOUR USER CODE (only with the keypad connected to the dialler !)

You can change your user code. Proceed as follows:

1. Go to the control panel and enter ‘0’ followed by your user code. Enter Code

 0 + your code
2. ‘Follow-me number’ appears in the display.. Follow me number

Press â 3 times.

 â â 
3. ‘User code’  will appear in the display User code

Press Accept to enter a new code.

 ü ü 
4. You can now enter the new code. A code must consist of 4 to 6

figures and must not contain the figure ‘0’. Do not use a code you
already use in your alarm system.

New code _

Enter your new code and press accept.

 code + üü
5. For verification, re-enter the code you have just entered. Verify _

Enter your code again and confirm with Accept.

 code + üü
6. You are back at ‘User code’. User code

Press Reject and Accept to finish programming.

 X + üü

Your code has now been changed.

LEGEND FOR ENTRY

Accept üü

Forward ââ

Back áá

Reject X

The text in this box is the same as the text in the display.

The signs by the symbol  indicate which keys you should use.

Approval: TD8403 / 504461
TD8803 / 504460

Aritech is an ISO 9001 certified manufacturer
Aritech reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 14  2830 999.2A


